The meeting was called to order at 6:05 PM.

Jordan Markwood, Kathryn Stewart, Randy Murphy, Sam Roney, and Melissa Dennis were present.

I. Housekeeping Items
- The permanent meeting time will be Tuesdays at 6pm
- Still needed: two more trustees to represent the junior class and at large vote
- Trustees were given an overview of their expectations and copies of the Constitution and by-laws

II. Seabrook Patio
- Cement was laid for the patio outside of Seabrook lounge to repair the previous walkway and make a better space for students to gather outside. This was laid over the summer because it was cheaper to do then since the cement truck was already here repairing other things.
- Cost was split with facilities, so the SGA cost ended up being $1500
- A note was made that this would be good to use for event set ups where a DJ would be involved
- Approved 4-0

III. Fright Fest Trip
- A bus will be going to Six Flags, plus an additional car
- Total cost would be $1,685, but there was some concern over spending this for something only 50 people could attend.
- Concern about not being able to use all of the tickets because it is at the end of the season- would lose money.
- There was some question on whether ADOS was supplying some money toward this or only the Orientation Six Flags trip. Jordan will look into this, so it is tabled until next meeting.

IV. Programming Board Budget
- Budget total is $21,544. The board will focus on the upcoming event, homecoming, and look at the rest of the budget next week.
- There was a question on $250 for Advertising since many of the advertising resources are available in the SGA office
- Board approved DJ and food costs 4-0
- Candles were originally on the decorations list- these cannot be burnt at events. Other suggestions included Holiday string lights, electric candles, etc
- Some of the decorations were very expensive- the board will request a breakdown of what is being purchased
-Randy will talk to Programming Board’s president to answer questions and an email vote will happen in the next few days
-With some adjustments, the board approved the rest of the budget later on in the week.

V. U Day
-U Day is a Day of Service happening on campus September 30th. It will be encouraged to have RSO’s head up a project that will help the campus or local community.
-Board encouraged spreading the word because more students will get involved once their friends start signing on
-$1275 approved 4-0 for supplies for projects and food for ending reflection.